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Pref'ace. 

This thesis has its origin in a ten minute paper 

presented at the British Mathematical Colloquium in London 

in 1966. At this reading, a certain class of' spaces was 

introduced by Mr. D. H. Fremlin, who furthermore, cited 

interesting compactness properties pertaining to these 

spaces. 

i. 

This work sha~l be concerned, f'oremostly, with the 

provision of' proof's f'or the statements made by Mr. D. H. Fremlin 

in 1966, and with demonstrations of' how these purely topological 

results have applications to linear topological spaces, with 

the emphasis placed on those which are locally convex. 

Our investigations of' the 'Fremlin' spaces, and the 

search f'or known spaces which satisf'y the 'Fremlin' conditions 

has led to a concentration on the separable and Frechet 

spaces. These are discussed in chapter 11. 

On reading this thesis, it will become apparent that 

an underlying theme is that of' weak compactness. We have 

theref'ore taken the liberty, of' concluding with a chapter 

which gives various characterisations of' this. 

Each chapter will introduce its ovm subject matter. 

New results and dif'f'erent proof's of' existing theorems 

have been obtained. 



ii. 

These are to be round in the rollowing: 

We shall state, clearly which of' these have been adapted 

f'rom previous research :articles. 

It is my pleasure to thank sincerely Dr. J. H. Webb ror 

his assistance with this thesis, ror his many helprul and 

interesting suggestions, and ror rirst posing to me the 

problem or theorem 1.1.8, the investigation or which has been 

both stimulating and enjoyable. 

Erratag 

l) p 30, L8 0 Replace 'on' by 'in'. 0 

2) p 38, L 1 • Delete 'thEm' • 0 

3) p 43, 'L 3 & Insert 'in' • • 



iii. 

Letr (E,F) be a dual pair or vector spaces. The ~allowing 

shall denote the most ~requently used topologies on E: 

~(E,F) - the weak topology, or the topology o~ uni~orm 

convergence on the ~inite subsets or F; 

f!i(E ,F) - the M·ackey topology, or the topology or uni~orm 

convergence on the absolutely convex ~(F,E)-compact subsets 

or F; 

~(E,F) - the strong topology, or the topology o~ uni~orm 

convergence on the o{F,E)-bounded subsets or F. 

rr (E,~) is a linear topological space, then 

E* -- algebraic dual or E. 

= (E,~)' topological dual of E. 

= {i r € E* I: r(xn) .... a whenever xh .... 0 in E. J 

Further, if F C E then, 

~tF = the restriction of 1r to F, that is, the relative 

topology o~ E on F. 

The scalar ~ield shall be the ~ield of real or complex 

numb era. 

Finally, we shall use the abbreviation 'a convex space', 

to mean 'a locally convex, linear topological, Hausdor~ (T2 ) 

space'. 
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1. 

Chapter 1. 

1. Fremlin Spaces. 

Our attention in this chapter is to be ~ocused mainly, on a 

certain kind o~ topological space, which we have called a 

Fremlin space. As ~ar as we know, it was Mr. D. H. Fremlin, 

who ~irst publicly stated, without proD~s, the results or 

theorem 1.1.8. 

To the best o~ our knowledge, the proors or these results 

are as yet unpublished, and hence those which we shall give 

here, are entirely independent or those which must have been 

obtained by him. 

We wish however, to draw attention to a rererence, [12], 

which appeared in the Proceedings o~ the Cambridge Philosophical 

Society, Volume 63, 1967, rrom which possibly, rurther 

inrormation is to be gleaned. 

De~inition 1.1.1. A subset A o~ a linear topological space E 

is said to be total ir and only ir lin A = E. 

It is well-known that this def'inition is equivalent to saying: 

A subset A or a linear topological space E is total ir and 

only ir every continuous linear f'unctional vanishing on A is 

identically zero. 



2. 

Def'inition 1.1.2. A subset A of' a topological space E is 

said to be relatively comEact if' and only if' its closure in E 

is compact. 

Def'inition 1.1.3. A subset A of' a topological space E is 

said to be (relatively) sequentially compact if' and only if' 

every sequence in A contains a subsequence converging to a 

point in A, (E). 

Def'inition 1.1.4. A subset A of' a topological space E is 

said to be (relatively) £9Un~J!b~ compact if' and only if' every 

countable subset of' A has a cluster point in A, (E). 

Note that, while the closure of' a relatively compact set is 

compact, the closure of' a relatively sequentially compact set 

need not be sequentially compact, nor need the closure of' a 

relatively countably compact set be countably compact. 

1 Def'in!~ion 1.1.5. A topological space is said to be a KC 

space if' every compact subset A or E is closed. See [33]. 

D~fip.~tion 1.1.6. A FremlilL S£aC~ E is a regular KC space 

satis~ying the f'ollowing conditions: 

(Fi). ·Every relatively countably compact (RCC) subset 

A of' E is relatively compact (RC). 



(Fii) I~ A c E, and A is relatively compact, 

and i~ x € A then there exists a sequence 

(xn) in A such that xn ~ x. 

By regular we shall understand that a closed subset A o~ E 

and a point b € X - A can be separated by means o~ two dis

joint open sets. 

Remarks. 

( i ) . T 2 .- KC => T I • 

(ii). Every Fremlin space is necessarily a T2 space. 

(iii). Every subspace o~ a Fremlin space is a Fremlin space. 

(iv).. In a Fremlin space every relatively compact set is 

sequential i~ and only i~ it is closed. Thus, every compact 

set is sequential. (A topological space E is said to be 

sequential i~ every subset A o~ E which contains the 

limit points o~ all its convergent sequences is closed in E ). 

~roEosil!on l.l.z. Every convergent sequence in a KC space 

has a unique limit point. 

Proo~. Since each singleton is compact, every KC space is 

T1• Suppose X is a T 1 space in which there is a sequence 
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converging to two distinct points a and b. Suppose that 

(xn) is such a sequence. Now {bj is closed and X - {b} 

is an open neighbourhood o~ a. 

• 3 . . m: n ;<!: m => X € X - {bj. n 
Then K = { a9 X m9 X 

m+l 9 . . . . . . . . . . 1 is a compact subset o~ 

X which is not closed since b € K and b 4 K. So, X is 

not a KC space. 

~r:.e,m ... J.,..l._8. Let X be a Fremlin space. Then X has 

these properties: 

J?roor. 

Then 3 

compact 

(i). Every relatively countably compact (RCC) subset 

A o~ X is relatively sequentially 

compact ( :':{80). 

(ii). In the (relatively) compact 9 (relatively) 

countably compact and (relatively) sequentially 

compact sets~ all coincide. 

(iii). I~ Y is a T2 , regular topological spacej 

Xj a Fremlin space, and ~: Y ~ X is a one-

to-onej continuous mapping rrom Y into X, 

then Y is a Fremlin space. 

(i) Let A C X, and let A be RCC. Let (x ) c A. n 
€ X with c Tx:T . T·~:-r -X X Now, xn n c A which is 0 0 n n 

by (Fi). Thus by (Fii), 3 a subsequence (xn ) or 
k 

(xn) such that X ~ X o" Hencej A is (RSC). 
nk 
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(ii). Since every RSC set is RCC, (Fi) together with (i) 

above, yield that the relatively compact, relatively seq~entially 

compact and relatively countably compact subsets or X are 

identical. We shall now establish that every sc subset or 

X is compact. 

Suppose A C X, and A is sc. Then A, being RSC 

is relatively compact. Let x € A. Then there exists a 

sequence (xn) C A with X~ n -+ x, (by Fii). By the sequential 

compactness or A, there exists a subsequence (x ) 
nk 

or (xn) 

with X 
nk 

-> y € A. But X 
nk 

-+ x. Hence by prop. 1.1.7, 

X = y € A. Thererore, A is closed and relatively compact, 

and thus compact. ·we now have ror A c X, 

A sequentially compact ~ A compact ~ A countably compact 

It remains to show that ir A is CC then A is SC. 

Suppose that A is CC, and that (xn) is a sequence 

in A having x
0 

as cluster point in A. By (Fi) A is RC, 

hence so is ~xnl· By (Fii) there exists a subsequence (x~) 

or such that X -+ X € A. 
nk o 

A is thererore sequentially 

compact. 

This then, completes the proof that in a Fremlin space, the 

notions of compactness, countable compactness and sequential 

compactness coincide. 

(iii). Let Y be a regular, T2 , topological space, X a 

Frernlin space and f: Y -+ X, a one-to-one, continuous 
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mapping of' y into X. We wish to establish that y is a 

Fremlin space. We shall show: 

1. If' AcY and A is RCC then f'(A) = rw.· 
2. If' ACY and A is RCC 9 X E: A then 

3 (xn) c A such that xn ~ x. 

3. If' ACY and A is RCC then f': A -T f'(A) 

is a homeomorphism. 

Then f'or Y 9 1. and 3. and the f'act that X is a Fremlin 

space yield property (Fi) 9 while 2. gives property (Fii). 

1. Let A c Y, and let· A be RCC. By the continuity of' f', 

f'(A) c f'(A) and f'(A) is RCC. 1i'Je must prove that 'f{i~J C f'(A). 

Since X is a Fremlin space, f'(A) is relatively compact. 

i.e. 7{A) is compact. l1et y E: f:"\P:}. By (Fii) there exists 

a sequence 

Then Y c 'f'l'D. n . . . f'( x
0

) € f'(A) 

Hence t'fx J n is 

such that 

As A is RCC 9 there exists 

and 

compact in the Fremlin space 

there exists a subsequence f'(xn ) of' f'(xn) 
k 

f'(x ) -+ f'(xo). By (a) f'(xn ) -+ y. So y = nk k 
Thus f'(A) c f'(A) and so f'(A) = f'(A) • 

and f'( xn) -+ Y • 

x
0 

E: TxnT c A. 

• • • • •.•• (a) • 

x. By (Fii) 

with 

f'(xo) E: f'(A). 

2. By a similar argument to that which we have just used, 

and bearing in mind that f' is one-to-one 9 it is not dif'f'icult 

to see that if' A is RCC, (xn) c A and f'(xn) -+ f'(x) then, 



x is a unique cluster point o:f' (xn) 

This is so since every subsequence of 

and xn -+ x. 

has x 

7 • 

. • • • • • • • . (c). 

as its 

unique cluster point~ (by repetition o~ our previous argument). 

Also~ if xn ,4 x, then there exists a neighbourhood V of x 

and a subsequence (x ) of (xn) outside of v. This would 
nk 

then contradict X being a cluster point of (x ) • 
nk 

Suppose that A is RCC and X € A. Then f(x) €.1TAJ 

which is compact, (by Fi). By (Fii) there exists a sequence 

f(xn) c f(A) such that f(xn) -+ f(x) and (xn) cA. By (c), 

xn -+ x, x being the only cluster point of (xn). So, x € A 

implies that there exists a sequence (xn) C A with xn -+ x. 

In particular, this is true if A is relatively compact. 

This establishes 2. and also (Fii) for Y. 

3. Let A be RCC and consider f: A -+ f(A). By 1. f is 

onto. f is also one-to-one and continuous. We are required 

to prove that f is a closed map, and hence a homeomorphism. 

Let B be closed in A. Let f(b) E f(B) c fUC) = f(A). 

By (Fii) 3 f(bn) c f(B), (bn) c B, with f(bn) -+ f(b). 

Suppose that b ~ ~. Then by the regularity of Y, 

3 an open '.TIJ with b € wcw and w n ~{bn 1 = ~. ••••••.• (d) • 

For each n, bn € A. 

such that a -+ b • mn m n 

By 1. 

Also, 

for 
\. 

since 

each n, 3 

X - w is 

hood of bn' for each n we may choose the 

outside of W for all m, n. 

(amn)m 

an open 

a 's mn 

C A 

neighbour-

to lie 
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Now, f'( amn) -+ f'(bn) as m -+ oo , and f'(bn) -+ f'(b). 

Hence, f'(b) € f1amnj.- But {amnJ is RCC f'or each n. 

Thus, applying 1. we have that f' {a;~ J = f' f ann f. Theref'ore, 

b € lamnl• This is however impossible, since {amnl" c :k :... W 

and X- W = X- w. So, b ¢ W. This contradicts (d) • 

• •• b €~CB =Band f'(b) €f'(B), that is, f'(B) 

equals f'{B) and f': A ,.., 'f[A) is a homeomorphism. 

Finally, since f' is a homeomorphism of' A onto f(A) 

and f'(A) = fiAJ which is compact, it follows that A is 

compact and (Fii) is satisf'ied in Y. 

~· In proving (i) and (ii) the regularity of' X was not 

used and the results remain true f'or a KC space satisf'ying 

(Fi) and (Fii). In establishing (iii) the regularity of' Y 

was only needed in proving that f'IA was a homeomorphism. 

Also, it was not necessary that X be a l"egular space, again, 

a KC space with properties (Fi) and (Fii) would have suf'f'iced. 

Theorem 1.1.8 gives rise to a very powerful corollary, 

namely, 

Qorollary 1.1.2. A Fremlin space remains a Fremlin space 

under any finer regular topology. 

Proof'. If' (X,~) is a Fremlin space with 1 ~ ~ and (X,1) 

is a regular space, then (X,1) is T2 and the identity map 
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i: (X,&)~ (X,~) is one-to-one and continuous. The result· 

~ollows ~rom theorem 1.1.8 (iii). 

Q£rQ1l~ry 1.1.10. If' (X,~) is a regular, T2' topological 

space, and (X, 1) is a Fremlin space with 1 ~ ~' then: 

(X,~) and (X, 1) have the same convergent sequences i~ and 

only if they have the same compact sets. 

Proof. Suf~iciency: By corollary 1.1.9, (X,~) is a Fremlin 

space. Now the identity map i: (X,~) ~ (X, 1) is one-to-one 

and continuous, hence, every ~-compact set is 1-compact and 

every ~-convergent sequence is 1-convergent. Let (xn) c X 

and suppose that xn ~ x with respect to 1. Then 

A = fxn, x} is 1-compact and so by hypothesis, also ~-

compact. Since (x,~) is a Fremlin space, (xn) has a 't-

cluster point. In fact, X is the only cluster point of' (xh) 

and (xn) converges to x with respect to ~ • (See theorem 

1.1.8, 2 ······(c).). 

Necessity:/ Let A be 1-compact. Then by theorem 1.1.8 (ii) 

A is 1-sequentially compact. By hypothesis A is then 

~-sequentially compact. Since (X,~) is a Fremlin space, 

A is 't-compact. 

Rem.arks. 

(i). The property of being a Fremlin space is a topological_one. 

------------- ---~~~---~---. ···--------~~----
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Then the set !1. t: 
+ of' semi-norms, generates a p!l. ). .. 

convex topology I cr I()., ). +) on )., called the 'normal' or 

Kothe topology. This topology is f'iner than cr()., ). +) but 

weaker than !1.()., ).+). (See [22; 30; 2]). 

When ). :::J <p, cr()., cp) is metrisable, since ()., cr('~, <p) ) 

is a subspace of' (w, cr(w, (jl) ), which is metrisable, being 

the topological product of' countably many lines. Hence, 

()., cr()., <p) ) is a Fremlin space. Thus, if' ~ is any regular 

linear topology on ). f'or which the co-ordinate projection 

maps are continuous, then ~ ~ cr()., <p). By corollary 1.1.9 

()., ~) is then a Fremlin space. In particular, ()., cr()., ).+) ) 

and ()., I cr 1()., ).+) ) are Fremlin spaces. It f'ollows that: 

A cr(x, ).+)-compact ~ A cr()., x+)-countably compact 

+ 
~ A cr()., ). )-sequentially compact f'or A C). 

Similarly f'or ()., I cr j(x, x+) ). 

We note that the topology 't need not be locally convex, nor 

indeed even connected with the dual pair (X, ).+). 

The above observations now supply the proof' of theorem 7, 

as stated by D. J. H. Garling [13; pp. 1010], which we shall 

now prove. For fUrther interesting results on sequence spaces 

we ref'er the reader to [22; 30] and [23]. Theorem 7 of' 

D. J. H. Garling reads as follows: 



Theorem. If' A. is a sequence space containing <p , and tt 

is a regular vector topology on A. f'or which the projection 

maps are co-ordinatewis;e continuous, then if' A C A., the 

f'ollowing are equivalent: 

(i). A is RCC. 

(ii). A is RSC. 

(iii). A is relatively compact. 

12. 

(iv). If' A is co-ordinatewise bounded and (xP) c A, 

and n o x .... x
1
. 

"1 
f'or each i, 

with respect to tt , where x0 
= (x~). 

Proof'. By our previous remarks, since (A., tt) is a Fremlin 

space, the equivalence of' (i), (ii) and (iii) is immediate. 

We shall show that (iv) ~ (ii). 

(iv) '* (ii). Let A be co-ordinatewise bounded, and let 

(xn) CA with x"f!-
1 

0 ___,.xi f'or each i. Then (xr:) 
1 

is a bounded 

sequence in the scalars f'or each i. Therefore, by a diagonal 

process we can select a subsequence (xnn) 

xr:n 
1 

n ___,.xi f'or each i. But then xnn ... xo 

Theref'ore A is RSC. 

(ii) '* ( iv). Suppose that A is RSC. 

Let (xn) C A with x~ ... x~ f'or each 
n 

there exists a subsequence (x k) of' 

i. 

of' (xn) such that 

with respect to 't"". 

Then A is bounded. 

Then we know that 

such that y. 
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Hence f'or each i. Also, f'or each i. 

Theref'ore x0 = y. In the same way every subse~uence of' 

(xn) contains a subsubse~uence converging to x0
• Thus, 

xn ~ x0 with respect to ~, and the proof' is complete. 

Example. -Consider 

Then = 

is def'ined by: 

II X II 

= 

= { (xi) 

< t' , II II 
E w I Z lx.l z = ) ~ ~· 

1 

) ' where the norm on t' 

X E i • 

Then by corollary 1.1.10 every ~(t', t
00 )-compact set is 

compact. This is so since (tj, o-(t 1 ,too) ) and (t', II II ) 
have the same convergent se~uences. See [22; 22; 4] and 

J. B. Conway [5], who recently gave a dif'f'erent proof' of' this 

result, by making use of' the Baire Category theorem. 

2. Let E be a convex separable space, with a countable dense 

subset A. Then o-(E', A) ~ o-(E', E), and since A is dense 

in E, u(E', A) is T2 • As A is countable, o-(E', A) is 

metrisable. Thus by corollary 1.1.9, (E', o-(E', E) ) is a 

Fremlin space. 

... 
2. The Eberlein-Smulian Theorem. 

In studying the Fremlin space , we were, quite unexpectedly 

led to the consideration of' the Eberlein-Smulian theorem: 



If' X is a Banach space, dual X' and A C X, then 

( i). A is O"(X, X' )-RCC. 

( ii). A is O"(X, X' )-relatively compact. 

(iii). A is O"(X, X I )-RSC are all equivalent. 

There are in existence several proof's of' this theorem 

and its generalisation to Frechet spaces. These we do not 

propose to give here. See f'or example [4], [25], and [32]. 

14. 

We should like however, to comment only on one of' these -

an-elementary proof' given in 1967, f'or the case of' a Banach 

space, by R. Whitley. We shall obtain this theorem, f'or the 
/ 

case of' a Frechet space, by employing a method analogous to 

one which was used by him. 

LOrnrna 1. 2 .1. If' (E, -r) is a convex space, then: 

(E, -r) is separable if' and only if' there exists a countable, 

total subset A in E. 

Proof'. The necessity is obvious. Suf'f'iciency: If' A is a 

countable, total subset in E, take B as the set of' all 

rational, f'inite linear combinations of' members in A. Then 

B is countable and total in E since lin A C B. (This is 

so since scalar multiplication in E is continuous ) . 
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Lemma 1.2.2. If' (E, -r) is a separable, convex, metrisable 

space then (E', O"(E', E) ) is separable. 

Proof'. See [22; 21; 3(5)]. 

Remark. If' (E, -r) is a separable, convex, metrisable space, 

then (E, O"(E, E') ) is a Fremlin space. This f'ollows f'rom 

lemma 1.2.2 and application 2 of' section 1. 

Eberlein's Theorem. If' (E, -r) is a convex space such that 

(E, f.l(E, E') ) is complete, then the O"(E, E' )-RCC subsets· of' 

E are O"(E, E')-relatively compact. (We ref'er to [27; ch. 6; 1.4]) 

Theorem 1.2.3. Let (E, -r) be a Frechet space, dual E I. 

Then f'or every ACE the f'ollowing are equivalent: 

(i). A is 0"( E, E I )-RCC. 

(ii). A is 0"( E, E' )-relatively compact. 

(iii). A is O"(E' E')-RSC. 

Proof'. (i) => (ii). This is a direct consequence of' Eberlein's 

theorem, which we have stated above, and which shall be discussed 

in chapter 111. 

(iii) => (i). This is implied by the def'inition of' a RSC 

and a RCC set. 
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(ii) *(iii). Let us assume that ACE and that A is 

a-(E, E' )-relatively compact. Let (xn) be a sequence in A. 

Consider s = lin {xnf (closure in E) • Then {xnj is 

a countable, total, subset of' sjl with respect to the relative 

topology on s. Hence, by lemma 1.2.1, S is a separable 

Frechet space, and by lemma 1.2.2 ( 1;' ' 
J.!J ' 

a-(E', S) ) is separable. 

Thus in s, the a-(s, E')-compact sets are a-(S, E')-metrisable. 

Also, lin fxnl is convex, so S is a-(E, E')-closed. Now, 

S f1 A, (closure in a- (E, E') ) , is a subset of' A. 

Theref'ore, A f1 S is a-(E, E')-compact. So, A f1 S is 

a-(S, E')-relatively compact. In a metric space, the relatively 

compact, relatively sequentially compact and relatively 

countably compact sets all coincide. Hence, A f1 S is 

a-(S, E')-RSC. Consequently, there exists a subsequence 

(xn ) of' (xn) such that 
k 

a- ( S, E' ) • But a- ( E, E' ) I 8 

X -+ X € 8, 
nk 

= a-(s, E'). 

with respect to 

It f'ollovvs that 

x -+ x with respect to a-(E, E'), and that A is a-(E, E')
nk 

relatively sequentially compact. 

The above proof' is analogous to a lemma of' R. Whitley, [32]. 

Let s be a subspace of' a complete convex space 

If' A C S, we shall say that: 

8 satisf'ies property (A) if' and only if' the f'ollowing 

are equivalent: 



(i). A is cr(s, E')-RCC. 

(ii). A is o{s, E')-relatively compact. 

( i i i ) • A i s o{ 8 ' E I ) - R8 c • 

17. 

Proposition 1.2.~. Let (E, ~) be a complete convex space~ 

with dual E'. Then, (A) holds for E if and only if (A) 

holds for each closed, separable subspace 8 of E. 

£roof. Let S be a closed, separable subspace of E. 

We must show that S satisfies property (A). 

(i) q (ii). Let A c s, and assume that A is ~(s, E')-RCC. 

Then A is o-(E, E' )-RCC.. By hypothesis A is o-(E, E' )

relatively compact, that is, A (closure in o-(E, E') ) is 

O"(E, E')-compact. 

Now, A (closure in o-(8, E') ) = 8 n A (closure in 

o-(E, E' ) ) , 

and S n A is contained in A (closure in o-(E, E') ). 

Since S is ~-closed and convex, 8 is o-(E, E')-closed. 

Hence A (closure in o-(8, E') ) is o-(E, E')-closed. Thus, 

A is o-(E, E')-compact. As o-(8, E') = o-(E, E')l 8, we 

have that A is o-( S, E' )-relatively compact .• 

(ii) q (iii). Suppose that A C S and that A is o-(S, E')

relatively compact. Then A (closure in .o-(S, E') ) is 

o-(E,,E')-compact. By property ·(A) in E, A is o-(E, E')-RSC. 



who obtained that i~: 

A is a weakly-RCC subset o~ a Banach space X, then 

A is weakly-RSC, weakly-relatively compact and weakly-

-

19. 

sequentially dense, where the latter means, that i~ X € A, 

then there exists a sequence such that 

with respect to the weak topology on X. 

We thus observe that i~ X is a Banach space with 

dual X', then (X, ~(X, X') ) is a Fremlin space. Further, 

theorem 1.1.8 yields that X is reflexive i~ and only i~ 

every bounded subset o~ X is ~(X, X')-relatively compact, 

(respectively ~(X, X')-RSC, respectively ~(X, X')-RCC). 

Moreover, suppose that X is a re~lexive Banach space. 

Then (X', ~(X', X) ) is a Banach space with ~(X', X) 

equal to f..L(X', X) a Thus (X', ~(X', X' ') ) is a Fremlin 

space. But since X = X'', (X', ~(X', X) ) is a Fremlin 

space. 

~· In general, X a Banach space does not imply that 

(X', ~(X', X) ) is a Fremlin space. 

Example. Let X = teo with the supremum norm. Then 

.e,l c (teo)'. Consider !enln C t' where en = at the 

nth co-ordinate and en = 0 at all other co-ordinates. 

Now !enl is ~< e' ' t 00 )-bounded, hence ~< (teo)', t
00

)-bounded. 
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Since too is barrelled, the a-( ( t 00
)', t 00 )-bounded sets are 

equicontinuous, and thus {en} is c.r( ( t 00
) ', t 00)-relati vely 

compact. However, {enl is not ~( (too)', t 00 )-RSC: 
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Suppose that en ~ x € (t00
)' 

k 
with respect to ~( ( t 00

)', t.00
), 

~or some subsequence (en ) Then ei ~ xi 
nk 

:for 

each i. But then xi =k 0 i. There~ore, 

e ~ 0 with respect to ~( (t00
)', t 00

). This is impossible 
nk 

since e = ( I , I , I , . . . . . . . . . ) <e~, e > = 1. 

So, <en , e> f. o, and in terms o~ ~( ( tQO) f , teo) • 
k 

This shows that we have in a 

compact set which is not ~( (t00
)', t 00 )-RSC. Consequently, 

by theorem 1.1.8 (ii), ( (t 00
)', ~( (t 00

)', t 00
) ) is not a 

Fremlin space. 

The observations we have made above, together with 

H. B. Cohen's paper, gave rise to two natural questions: 

(i). I~ (E, -r) is a Frechet space, with dual 

is (E, <T(E, E') ) a Fremlin space? 

(ii). I~ (E, -r) is a re~lexive Frechet space, 

we say that (E'' ~(E'' E) ) is a Fremlin 

Certainly, f'or (E, -r) separable (E', ~(E', E) ) is a 

E', 

can 

space? 

Fremlin space. Until now, we have been unable to settle problem 

(ii) and it theref'ore remains f'or us, an open question. The 

answer to (i) is to be f'ound in the f'ollowing theorem. 
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Lemma 1.~. Let G be the family of all continuous functions 

on a compact space S to a compact metric space z. Assume 

that G has the topology of pointwise convergence~ and that 

F is a subfamily of G such that each sequence in F has a 

cluster point in G. Then each f E F is a cluster point 

of a sequence in F, and each cluster point of a sequence 

in F is the limit of a subsequence. 

Proof. See [19; ch. 2; 8.20.] 

Theorem 1.2.6. If (E, ~) is a Frechet space with dual E', 

then (E, cr(E, I!') ) is a Fremlin space. 

~· We wish to show that (E, o-(E, E') ) satisfies the 

conditions (Fi) and (Fii) of a Fremlin space. 

(Fi). Since (E, ~) is complete and ~ = (E.'~''), ll ' J.!J 
by 

Eberlein's theorem the cr(E, E' )-RCC subsets of E ai'e 

cr(E, E' )-relatively compact. 

(Fii). 'Ne shall prove that if E is any metrisable, convex 

space, then (E, o(E, E') ) satisfies (Fii). The proof shall 

be given in full. An outline of it is to be found in 

[19; ch. 5; 17L.] 

Let ( U ) be a decreasing sequence of basic neighbournn 

hoods of 0 in E. Suppose that A C E and that A is 

o(E, E' )-relatively compact. Then E' = and 
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each is cr(E' , E)-compact. Each x_ € A can be considered 

as a continuous linear fUnctional on each (U~, cr(un' E) ) 

into the scalars, (metric space). Let x E A ( cr(E, E' )

closure). By lemma 1.2.5 x is a ~(E, E') cluster :point 

o~ a sequence in A and is the limit o~ a subsequence o~ this 

sequence. Hence ~or each n, there exists a sequence 

(xj) j c A converging :pointwisely ( cr(E, U~) ) , to x on 

Enumerate the :points o~ all these sequences to obtain a 

sequence (~) c A. Let H = lin T~~J· Then H is a 

separable Frechet space. Thus by lemma 1.2.2 (E'' cr(E' , 

is separable. Suppose that D = {~nln is a ~(E'' H) 

dense, countable subset o~ E' • Now X € {x1~l (closure 

in ~(E, E') ) , there~ore ~(x) € ~~ c ~{xkj · which is 

bounded ~or all ~ € D. Hence there exists a subsequence 

(x 1k) o~ (xk) w,ith < xfk' ~, > ... < x, :f1 ». Also, 

{ < x,k' ~1 > 1 is bounded, so there exists a convergent 

subsequence 

H) 

that < x 2 k' f'l > -+ < x:, f'a. >. Continuing thus;, by the 

diagonal process we can obtain a subsequence (xk. ) o~ (~) 
J._ 

so that, < xk., :1! > -+ < x, 
l. 

(xk. - x) € H and D' is 
l. 

any g € E', there exists 

g + ·~ f xk - x J 0 • Then 
n 

~ > f'or all ~ € D. Since 

CT(E', H) dense in I' 

E ' given 

~ € n· such that ~ belongs to 

< xk - x, f' - g > I ~ !A 
n 

Let n -+ co, then < xk , g > ... < x, g >. 
n 

Thus we have 

) 



that <X~-' g > -+ < x, g > f'or all g € E' • Now {xk J 
n 

has at least one cr(E, E' ) cluster :point. Let y € Txk 1 
(closure in cr(E, E') 

exists a subsequence 

xk € Y + ~ { gJ o • 
nj 

Theref'ore, f'or every 

) and 

(xk ), 
n. 

So, r < 

g € E'' 

g € E I. For each j, 

of' (xk ) such that 
n 

n 
there 

xk , g > - < y, g > I ~ ljj 
n. 

J 
there exists a subsequence 

(xk ) of' (~ ) with < xk , g > -+ < y, g >. But 
nj nj n 
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< xk ' g > -+ < x, g >, so f'or all g € E' < x, g > equals 
nj 

< y, g >. Thus x = y and 1 xk J (closure in <r(E, E '') ) 
n~-..,. 

has a unique cluster :point. Since {xk 1 is cr(E, E')-
n 

compact, it f'ollows that xn -+ x with respect to cr(E, E' ).. 

Hence (Fii) is satisf'ied and (E, cr(E, E') ) is a Fremlin 

space. 

Remarks. 

(i). If' - (E, ~) is a Frechet space, then since 

(E, cr(E, E') ) is a Fremlin space, by theorem l.l.8 (ii) 

we have that the cr(E, E' )-relatively compact, cr(E, E' )-RSC 

and the o(E, E' )-RCC subsets of' E all coincide - thus 

obtaining the Eberlein-Smulian Theorem f'or the case of' a 

Frechet space, in an essentially dif'f'erent manner to that 

of' theorem 1.2.3. 
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(ii). The generalisation or H. B. Cohen's result (which has 

previously been mentioned) to a Frechet space is now an 

immediate consequence or theorem 1.2.6. In conclusion, 

we remark that the proor or theorem 1.2.6 is not analogous 

to that or H. B. Cohen, given ror a Banach space, since this 

proor relies heavily on the use or the norm. 



Chapter 11. 

In our previous chapter, we saw that every separable 

convex space E, gives rise to a Fremlin space, namely, 

(E', cr{E', E) ) in its dual. In particular, when E is 

a separable, metrisable, convex space then both (E, cr(E, E') ) 

and (E', cr(E', E) ) are Fremlin spaces. 

In section 1, we shall characterise separable (LF) and 

separable, metrisable, convex spaces. We then proceed to 

section 2 in which a publication by C. L. DeVito [7], will be 

enlarged upon and discussed. This publication is concerned 

with Eberlein's Theorem and conditions under which the 

cr(E, E' )-relatively countably compact subsets o:f a convex 

space E are cr(E, E' )-relatively compact. We note in 

passing, that the equivalence o:f the cr(E, E')-relatively 

compact and cr(E, E')-relatively countably compact subsets o:f 

a convex space E, iB the :first condition (Fi), which must 

be satis:fied whenever E with its weru~ topology is to be a 

Fremlin space. 

1. _ Se_£§;_:f:able (F) and. _( LF) S:Qa~. 

I:f (E, ~) is a separable convex space, with dual E', then 

the cr(E', E)-compact subsets o:f E' are cr(E', E)-metrisable. 
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The converse statement is, in general, false: 

Example. Consider E 
.,...,.. 

= ! I !R, the topological product of 

uncountably many lines. E' = Z R. The bounded sets in E' 

are finite dimensional, and hence o{E', E)-metrisable. Yet 

E is a non-separable, non-metrisable, reflexive convex space. 

We shall now see that the situation is somewhat different 

when E is a metrisable convex space. 

Theorem 2~~. If (E, ~) is a metrisable convex space, 

in the dual of which the equicontinuous sets are a(E', E)-

metrisable then E is separable. 

Proof. Let (Un)n be a sequence of basic neighbourhoods of 

0 in E. By hypothesis each is o\E', E)-metrisable. 

Thus for each n, there exists a sequence (A:r:-). of finite 
J J 

subsets of E such that ( Uo n (A:r:-) o ) . 
n J J 

is a local base 

at 0 for cr(E', E) I o • 
Un 

Let B = u A:r:- where the union 
J 

is taken over n and j. Then B is countable and total in 

E; for suppose that X E: E' 
' 

X J o. Then X E: uo 
n for 

some n. Since 0· 
un is o-(E' ' E)-metrisable, there exists 

an A:r:-
J 

with X 1- (A:r:-)o 
J 

0 Then x%(A:r:-) 0
• Therefore, n un. 

J 
we can find y E: (Aj) with < y, X > I. > I • And so, there 
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exists yr € B with I < y, x > I > I • Hence B is total 

in E, and by lemma 1.2.1 E is separable. 

Coro'llary 2.1.2. Let E be a metrisable convex space, with 

dual E1
• If the equicontinuous subsets of E1 are ~(E', E)

metrisable then both (E, ~(E, E') ) and (E 1
, ~(E 1 , E) ) 

are Fremlin spaces. 

Proof. By theorem 2.1.1 E is separable, thus (E 1
, ~(E 1 , E) ) 

is separable, (lemma 1.2.2). It follows now that both E 

and E' with their weak topologies are Fremlin spaces. 

Remarks. 

(i). The proof of theorem 2.1.1 has been adapted from an 

article by I. Amemiya [1], where it is shovm that if E is 

a (F) space such that in E' every bounded set is ~(E', E)-

metrisable, then E contains a bounded, total set. 

(ii). An alternative proof of theorem 2.1.1 can be obtained 

by embedding E isomorphically into.·! ~-C(U~) - the topological 

product of countably many separable Banach spaces, C(U~) 

being the space of all continuous maps from U~ with the 

topology ~(E', E) luo on 
n 

into the scalar field, where 

(Un) is a sequence of basic neighbourhoods of 0 in E, 

and C(U~) has the uniform norm topology. This proof is 



however more complicated. Re~er to [29] and [30; th. 7]. 
. ' 

(iii). It is clear that a Banach space E in which the 

unit ball is separable is i tsel~ separable. In the case o~ 
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a non-complete, metrisable convex space E, J. Dieudonne [8], 

has shown that the separability o~ the bounded sets does not 

give the separability o~ E. Y. Komura [21; 3], has: constructed 

an example o~ a Frechet space which is non-separable but 

has all its bounded sets separable. It is interesting to note 

that in both examples use was made o~ the continuum hypothesis. 

TheoJ•E;;mw?..;!~~· Let (E, -r) be an (LF) space, with def'ining 

sequence (En' -rn). Then the ~ollowing are equivalent: 

1. (E, -r) is separable. 

2. (E, <T(E, E I) ) is separable. 

3. The <T(E', E)-compact subsets 0~ El are 

<T(E' ' E)-metrisable. 

4. Each (En' ~n) is separable. 

Proo~. 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 is straightforward. 

3 ~ 4. Assume that the <T(E 1
, E)-compact subsets o~ E' are 

<T(E 1
, E)-metrisable. Let ;/flu be the class of all the absolutely 

convex <T(E 1
, E)-compact subsets o~ E 1

• Then lr!"'v generates 

the Mackey topology on E, which is in fact, equal to ~. 

Let us ~ix n. Since (En' -rn) is a Frechet spaQe, and 



= ~E there is a countable sub~amily of' 'n'l-
n 

such that ~or every V, 

we can ~ind a Mk with 

Furthermore, f'or each k, 

a .,; n -neighbourhood o~ 0 in En 

M1° (polar in E ) contained in v. :e n 

Mk is o(E;', E)-compact. Also, 
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o- (E', E) ~ 

o-(E', E) 

o- (E' n' and is Hence, 

is 

= 0"' (E~, En.) IE, on each Mk. · By hypothesis every 

o-(E', E )-metrisable. Thus every Mn is cr (E', E )
n n 

metrisable. By theorem 2.1.1, (E , .,; ) is separable. n n 
All this is true f'or each n, and the proo~ is now complete. 

4 q 1. We shall show that in general, the strict inductive 

limit o~ separable spaces is separable. Assume that (E, 't" ) 

is the strict inductive limit o~ a sequence o~ separable spaces 

(En'.,; n). For each n, let An be a countable, dense subset 

of' En. Let A = ~ ~· Then A is a countable, dense 

subset of' (E, .,; ) : 

Let x € E and let V be an open neighbourhood of' x. 

Then f'or some n. 

neighbourhood o~ x in E , n 

Since VnE n is an open 

and ~ is dense in En' 

V n En n An ,i ~. There~ore, V n A =I ~ and (E,.,; ) 

is separable. 

Rem§!gl~s •. 

(i). I~ (E, .,;) is a (LF) space with de~ining sequence 

(E ' ) n ,;n ' and each En is separable, then (E,,;) is complete 
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and separable and (E', cr(E', E) ) is a Fremlin space. (The 

completeness o~ E is a :property o~ the strict inductive limit 

o~ complete convex spaces, (see 27; ch. 7; 1.3). 

(ii). I~ (E, ~) is the strict inductive limit o~ convex 

Fremlin spaces and each E 
n 

is closed in E r n+ 

then (E, ~) is a Fremlin space. This is a consequence o~ 

the ~act that the ~-RCC subsets o~ E are bounded, and 

hence contained on some E • n (Re~er to [27; ch. 7; 1.4.]). 

Thus, since ~IE 
n 

= ~ 
n it is not di~~icult to show that 

property (Fi) o~ a Fremlin space is satis~ied in (E,-t ). 

Property (Fii) is similarly obtained. 

(iii). Every (LF) space is a Fremlin space. Recall that 

theorem 1.2.6 gave that every (F) space with its weak 

topology is a Fremlin space. We may ask whether this is true 

~or a (LF) space with its weak topology. Certainly, (Fi) 

and (Fii) hold ~or the convex sets. We leave this question 

unanswered. 

2L Not~ on Eberlein's Theorem. 

Recently, a :publication by c. L. DeVito [7], appeared, in 

which Eberlein's theorem was obtained ~or a certain class o~ 

convex sp·aces, those having :property S, where .:Property S was 

defined as ~allows: 
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Def'in.i tion ~. 2 .• ;t. Let (E, 'If ) be a convex space with bidual 

E". Then E has prope~-'"~ if and only if for every 

w € E" such that o:(f~) ~ 0 whenever f'n ~ 0 with respect 

to o-(E', E) and (f'n)n is ~ (E', E)-bounded, we have w € E. 

We state below the main results of' this work. 

1. If' E is a convex space with property S, then every 

o-(E, E')-closed, countably compact subset of E is 

o-(E, E')-compact. 

2. If E is a convex space and y(E, E') is the strong 

topology on Etl 

' 
restricted to E, and furthermore;, 

(E, y(E, E') ) is separable, then E has property S 

if and only if E is a closed linear subspace of 

(E", ~ (E", E' ) ) • 

3. If' (E, y(E, E') ) is both complete and separab1e then 

E has property s. 

Definition 2.2.2a We shall say that a convex space (E,~ ) 

has property S* if and only if for every w € E" such that 

w (f ) ~ 0 
n 

then w € E. 

whenever f ~ 0 n with respect to o- (E' , E) , 
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Remarks. 

( i). If E __ [E r, cr(E' , E)]+ then clearly E has 

property S *. 

(ii). Property S ~ Property S*. 

(iii). If E is a barrelled or complete convex: space 

then property S # property S*, since under these 

conditions, the ~(E', E)-bounded and the cr(E', E)-bounded 

subsets of E' coincide. 

In this section, we intend first of all, to demonstrate 

that DeVito's result 1 above, is true for a convex space 

having property S*. Hav-ing done this, we shall proceed to 

discuss, generally, convex spaces with this p~operty. 

Theorem 2.2.3. rr E is a convex space with property S*, 

then every cr(E, E')-closed, countably compact subset or E 

is cr(E, E')-compact. (We shall in future write E ror (E,~ )). 

Proof. Let M be a cr(E, E' )-closed, countably compact subset 

of' E. Let w € M (closure in cr(E 11
, E' ) ) • Then, since 

M is bounded, M
0 (polar in E') is a ~ (E', E)-neighbour-

h d f' 0 H ~.oo oo o • ence, m (bipolar in E") is a cr (E", E' )-

compact subset or E". We must show that w € E. Let 

rn•O intermsor cr(E',E), where (:rn)CE'. Then 
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{ f' 1, ••••••f'n 10. (polar in E11
) is a cr(E 11

, E')-neighbour

hood of' o, f'or each n. Theref'ore, f'or each k, there_ 

exists 

Then 

~ € M with ~ e oo +.· Yk { f' 1, 

< xk - w , f' n > li ~ Vk 

••••••• f' } 0 
lc 5 • 

I ~ n ~ k. 

Since M is cr(E, E')-countably compact, (~)k has a 

cr(E, E' )"-cluster point xo € M. Thus f'or each f'ixed n, 

< xk' f'n > -+ <w ' f'n>' so < xo, f'n > = < w' f'n > f'or 

each n. Now f' n -+ 0 with respect to cr(E', E), and 

X € E. Hence < xo, f'n > -+ o, and so oo( f' ) n ... o.- Since 
0 

E has property S*, it f'ollows that oo € E. Thus M is 

o{E, E' )-compact. 

Let (E,"' ) be a convex space. Let b (E 1 ) equal 

(E', o{E 1
, E) )b = f'amily of' bounded linear f'unctionals 

on (E', cr(E', E). Then' (E, (3(E, E') is a topological 

subspace of' ( (E'~', (3( (E')b, E') ), since the cr(E', E)

bounded subsets of' E 1 are cr(E', (E')~-bounded and vice 

versa. 

Propositio1;1 2.2.4. Let (E,"') be a convex space such that 

(E, (3(E, E') ) is separable. Then E has property S* 

if' and only if' E is a closed linear subspace of' 

(E", f3 ( (E')b, E')IE" ) = F. 

Proof'. Necessity: Let OO€ E (closure in F). Then 



' 
(E' ) b ' f3 ( (E' ) 0 , E') OJ c· E n E" (closure in ( ) . Let 

(f'n) C E' such that (f'n) is ~(E', E)-convergent to 

Then (f'n) is ~(E'' E)-bounded and hence ~(E', (E t)b)-

bounded. 

xk c OJ+ 

Thus given 

l;k {f' j 0 
n 

k € N' there exi·sts xk € E with 

(polar in E"). Theref'ore, . 

< X -k , f'n > I ~ 
• L < • • 

Given 

OJ, f'n > 

e > o. 

II ~ < xk' f' n > I +. Jk
Choose k such that l;k 

Since < xk, f' > n -+ o, 3: N: n>N!' => 

Then n > N => < OJ, f'n > I < ie + -fe 

Theref'ore, OJ(f'n) -+ 0. By property S*, 

'V n. 
f, < :re. 

= e. 

OJ € E. 

o. 

Suf'f'iciency: Let OJ € E" such that· OJ(f'n) -+ 0 whenever 
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f' n -+ 0 in terms of' ~(E' , E), ( f' n) C E' • • •• • • • •• • . • (a) • 

Since (E, (3(E, E') ) is separable, the ~(E', E)-bounded 

subsets of' E' are ~E', E)-metrisable. By (a) OJ is 

~ (E', E)-sequentially continuous, and hence <i(E', E)'"" 

continuous on the ~E', E)-bounded subsets of' E'. Thus, 
.___... ......_..... 

OJ € E" tl (E, j3(E, E') ) where (E, (3(E, E') ) is the 

completion of' (E, (3(E, E') ). Since E is closed in F, 

it f'ollows that OJ € E1 and the proposition is proved. 

Corollary 2.2.,.2. If' (E, 't" ) is a convex space, such that 

(E, f3(E, E') ) is separable and complete, then E has 

property S*. 
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Corollary 2.2.5 is an immediate consequence of the 

previous proposition. Observe that the approach of the proof 

of the above proposition, makes use of the fact that ~(E, E') 

is a (E, E') polar topology. We inquire now, as to whether 

~ (E, E') in corollary 2.2.5, can be replaced by any (E, E') 

polar topology on E. We answer in the affirmative. 

Theorem 2. 2. 6. Let {E, -t ) be a convex space, with dual E'. 

Let -ta. be any {E, E') polar topology on E. Then if 

(E, rca. ) is separable and complete, E has property 8"~ 

and thus the J(E, E')-closed countably compact subsets of 

E are J(E, E' )-compact. 

-·-Proof. Let (E, -ta..) be the completion of' (E, rca.). By 
_.-/ 

Grothendieck's completeness theorem we have that (E, rca.) is 

the set of all w e: F* such that w is J(F, E)- continuous 

on the equicontinuous subsets of' F, where F = (E, -ta.)'. 

Since rca. is a (E, E') polar topology, the equicontinuous 

subsets for a, are subsets of . E' • By the separability of' 't 

rca.) 
.r-·-" 

(E, (E, a, 
and "Qy its completeness, E is the same as rc ) ' 

, ....... ..-.! 

and (E, -r:a.) is the set of' all (1.) e: (E')* such that (1.) is 

a- (E', E) continuous on the equicontinuous sUbsets for 

this subset being 'equivalent to that of' all w e: (E' )* for 

which w is J(E', E) sequentially continuous on the equi-



continuous subsets ~or a, 
'V • 'lllius i~ 
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w € E" such that 

w(~n) ~0 whenever ~n -+0 with respect to o{E', E), then 
r·-' 

w € (E, -ra.) = E. There~ore (E, -r ) has property S* and 

by theorem 2.2.3, the cr(E, E')-closed, countably compact 

subsets o~ E are cr(E, E')-compact. 

Notes. 

1. In general we have avoided the use o~ Eberlein's theorem 

in the above proo~s. However, i~ cr(E, E') ~ tt=a. ~ 1-1 (E, E') 

then (E .... a.) , . complete implies that (E, !J.(E, E') ) 

complete, and Eberlein's theorem would give that the 

cr(E, E')-closed, countably compact subsets o~ · E are 

cr(E, E' )-compact. 

2. Nbte that, while the separability o~ a convex space is 

is 

preserved under a weaker topology, the reverse s.ituation 

holds when dealing with completeness. For i~ E is a 

vector space and u and · -r are T 2 vector ·topolo,gies on E 

such that 1 ~ -r and E has a -r -base at 0 o~ 1-

closed sets, then completeness with respect to 7J implies 

completeness with respect to 't • 

De~inition. 2.2.7. A convex space (E, -r) is said to be 

sequentialll_b~pre~le~ i~ and only i~ every ~(E', E)-null 

sequence in E' is an equicontinuous set ~or 't • 
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Proposition 2.2.8. Let (E, ~) be a sequentially barrelled 

convex space. Let where ~a. is a (E, E') polar 

topology on E such that (E, ~a.) is separable. Then if 

E has property S* it follows that = E, 

where E" is the bidrial of (E, ~ ) and (E, ~a.) is the 

completion of (E, ~a.). 

Proof'. Since (E, ~a.) is separable, the ~a.-equicontinuous 

sets are <i(E', E)-metrisable. Hence, (E;-~a.) is that; 

subset of' (E')* consisting of all oo which are <J(E', E) 

sequentially continuous on the equicontinuous sets f'or 
~~ .... ~./ 

Let w € (E, ~a.) fl E11
• Since (E, ~ ) is sequentially 

barrelled, any sequence (f'n) c E t which is <J (E', E)

convergent to 0, is ~ -equicontinuous. Thus (fn) is 

a. 
~ . 

~a.-equicontinuous. Theref'ore, w (f'n) ... 0 since w E: (E, ttta.). 

By property S*, w € E. 

Further inf'ormation on sequentially barrelled spaces 

can be f'ound in [31; 4]. 

Remarks. 

(i). If' (E, ~) is a sequentially barrelled convex space 

and a. is (E, E') polar topology on E, such that: "t' a 

'1r 
a. 

~ 't" , and. (E.; .,r,a,) is separ.a-ble,. then if'-
...--.._..r 

(E, ~a.J iS; 
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a subset of E" (the bidual of' (E, 1: ) ) • then E has 

property S* if' and only if' 
. a. 
(E, '1: ) is complete. 

(ii). If' (E, 1:) is a sequentially barrelled convex space, 

and 'to. is a (E, E') polar topology on E, such that 

1:a. ~· ~:, and (E, 1:a.) is separable, then if' E coincides 

with [E', o-(E', E)]+ then (E, 1:a.) is complete. 

(iii). If' E is a normed space, then clearly E c E", 
"" where E is the completion of' E. Moreover, if' E is a 

convex space which is quasi-barrelled, then if' (E', ~(E', E) ) 

is bornological, it follows that E C E11
• This was remarked 

by R. Nielsen [24]. A. Grothendieck [15; cor. 3, th. 1], 

""' has shown that vvhen E is a metrisable convex space, E C E". 

Note that this is not a consequence of' R. Nielsen's observation 

above, since there does exist a metrisable convex space 

such that (E', ~ (E', E) ) is not bornological. (See [ 21; 4)). 

The result of' Grothendieck mentioned above, can be 

extended to a wider class of' spaces than the class of' 

metrisable convex spaces. We defer the proof' of' this 

statement until later, when we shall show that an extension: 

toT. Husain's (S)-spaceso, [16; ch. 6],can be obtained. 

(iv). Proposition 2.2.8 together with our above remark on 

(s)-spaces, yields that a separable, barrelled, (S)-space 
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with property S* is complete. In particular, a separable 

barrelled, metrisable convex space with property S* will 

be complete. By virtue of theorem 2.1.1, this may be re

phrased as follows: 

If E is a barrelled, metrisable convex space, with 

property S*, such that in the dual of E, the· equi

continuous sets are O"(E', E)-metrisable, then E is complete. 

(v). We cannot improve (iv) to read: 

A separable barrelled space, with property S* is complete. 

I. Amemiya andY. Komura, [2; 4], have constructed an 

example of' a separable, non-complete, Mantel space. Such 

a space, by its ref'lexivity, will satisf'y property S*. 

Let (E, '1i ) be a convex space, with dual E'. We 

· shall denote by ~ the f'inest topology on E', coinciding 

with O"(E', E) on the ~-equicontinuous subsets of' E'. 

Let -r 0 be the topology on E' generated by the -r -pre

compact subsets of' E~ (Note that the topology -rf' , need 

not be locally convex., nor even linear.) 

Definition 2.2.9. A convex space, 

a (S)-space if' and only if' -r 0 

-rf is necessarily locally convex. 

(E, -t), is said to be 

f' = -t • In such a case, 
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1 

When . (E, 11) is a metrisable. convex space, the Banach-

Dieudortne Theorem gives -o·<!ll '= tt:f'. Hence, every metrisable 

convex space is a (S)-space. The converse is however, :f'alse·. 

We re:f'er the reader to [16; ch. 6]. 

Theorem 2.2.10. If' (E, 't") is a (s)-space, then E c E", 

where E is the completion of' (E, tt). 

Proof'. E consists. of' all :f' € (E')* which are ~(E', E) 

continuous on the equicontinuous subsets of' E'. Now, 

-r.-0 = 'rl. Hence, if' M C: E', then M is -rl ( tt 0 ) closed. 

if' and only if' M ~A is o\E', E)~closed in E', :f'or every 

-o\E', E)-closed equicontinuous set. A in E'. Let :f' € E, 

and let A be a cr(E', E)-closed equicontinuous subset of' E 1 • 

Then :f'-l (0) fl A is cr(E', E)-closed in A, thus also in E'. 

There:f'ore f'-l ( o) is 't'"0-closed. Hence f' € ('E', 't'0 )' and 

(E', tt0
)' c (E', j3(E', E)) = E". Thus E C E". 

Note that if' (E, 't") is a complete (S)-space, then the 

't"-precompact subsets of' E are o\E, E' )-relatively compact. 

So, ci"{E',E)~tt0 ~ ~(E',E), thatis, (E',tt:0 )' =E. 

It :f'ollows now, that if' M c E' and M. is convex, then 

M is o{E', E)-closed (tt0 -closed) if' and only if' M n, u0 is 

o{E', E)-closed in E" f'or each U, a tt:-neighbourhood of' o. 
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are (w
0

,, cp)-compact. But the completion of ( 000 , a:(w
0

, cp)'>) 

is w, thus (w
0

, ~(w0 , cp) ) is non~complete. Furthermore, 

(w
0

, ~(w~, cp) ) is barrelled: 

Let K be ~(cp~ w
0

)-bounded. Then K 

bounded and hence I cr I (cp, w)-bounded. 

is I crli(cp, wo)

(See [31; pp. 358]). 

Since (w, cr(w, cp) ) is semi-reflexive, K is ~(cp, 00 )

relatively compact. Thus K is cr(cp, w
0

)-relatively compact 

and (w
0

, cr(w
0

, cp) ) is barrelled. 



Ch~pter 111. 

The appearance or w. Eberlein's celebrated theorem 

on weak compactness in Banach spaces, in 1947, led to an 

enlivened and renewed interest this topic. The weakly 

compact sets in (F) and (LF) spaces were characterised 

by J. Dieudonne and L. Schwartz, [9; prop. 17, 18], in 

43. 

1949- 1950. Some time later, A. Grothendieck, [14; 4.2], 

inspired by. Eberlein's result, treated the case or a complete 

convex space with the Mackey topology. A concise description 

or the progress made in this field until 1955, can be found 

in H. s. Collin's publication, [4], in which the concept 

of pseudo-completeness is used, in order to connect the 

various weak compactness properties in convex spaces. 

A f'urther important co.ni:t.i.bution to the theory of' weak 

compactness, was made by R. c. James,[l8], when he answered 

in the affirmative a conjecture raised by v. Klee,[20], in 

1962, namely, 

A closed convex subset C of a Banach space E is weakly 

compact if and only if every continuous linear functional 

on E attains its supremum on C at some point of c. 
James showed that this result could be extended to a 

complete convex space E. Employing basically the same 
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techniques as those or James, and leaning on Eberlein's theorem, 

a slightly simpler proof of this result was given by J. D. Pryce 

[26], in 1966. His final result states: 

If E is a real convex space and A is a weakly closed 

subset of E, such tha~ the closed convex hull of A is 

complete with respect to the Mackey topology, then A is 

weakly compact if and only if every continuous linear 

fUnctional on E attains its supremum on A, at some 

1 point of· A. 

In this chapter, we shall give, firstly, a simple proof 

of Krein's theorem, as was recently obtained by I. Tweddle 

[28], and which relies on the results of Ro c. James and 

J. D. Pryce, which we have mentioned above. Secondly, we 

shall give a proof of the theorem now knovm as Eberlein's 

Compactness theorem, and at the same time give further 

characterisations of' weak compactness in convex: spaces., which 

we have found interesting. In this connection see [17]. 

1. Krein's _Theorem. 

If E is a complex convex space, then E may be considered 

as a real space ER' and if' ER is the real dual, then 

~(E, E') and ~(E, E') coincide with ~(ER' ER) and 

~(ER, ER) respectively. 
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Theorem 3.1.1:• Let E be a real cpnvex space, with dual E'. 

Let A be a ~(E, E')-compact subset o~ E. Then Y = ~ 

{closed convex hull o~ A), is ~(E, E')-compact i~ and only 

i~ Y is ~(E, E')-complete. 

Proof. The necessity is immediate, since Y is ~(E, E')

complete and ~(E, E') has a local base at 0 o~ ~(E, E')

closed sets. Let us assume that Y is ~(E, E')-complete. 

Let f € E'. Let ~ = i~ < x, ff >. Let ~ = sup < r, ~ >. 
A A 

Since A is ~(E, E')-compact, there exists x
0 

€ A, such 

that < xo, ~ > = ~· By the continuity o~ t:, we have that 

sup f < y, ~> y € A (A) l = sup { < y, f' > I y € LS (A) }. 

Moreover, since y is convex, and sup < y, ~ > = sup < y, ~ > 
8 (A) A 

~(Y) = [~, ~]. Thus, sup < y, ~ > = ~ = <X ~ >. 
y o' 

So ~ attains its supremum on Y at some point o~ Y. 

Since Y is ~(E, E' )-closed and !l'(E, E' )-complete, on 

application o~ the result o~ Pryce, we obtain that Y is 

~(E, E')-compact. 

Remark. If' E is a quasi-complete convex space, then i~ 

A is ~(E, E')-compact it follows that 8 (A) is ~(E, E')-

complete .• 
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2. Eberlein's Compactness ~eorem. 

Lemma ,2.,2.1. If' E is a real convex space, and K is a 

closed convex subset of' E. then if' X ¢ K, there exists 

:f € E' with < x, f' > > sup < y, :f > 0 

K 

Proof'. See [6; sect. 6, th. 5]. 

~£orem 3.2.2. Let (E, ~) be a real convex space, and let 

A be a bounded, o{E, E' )-closed subset o:f E, such that 

/ 

~ (A) is complete. Then the f'ollowing are equivalent: 

1. A is o{E, E')-compact. 

2. A is ~(E, E')-countably compact. 

3. For each sequence (xn) C A, there exists 

x E: A such that f'or all f' € E ', 

lim :r(x ). 
n n 

4. If' (~) is a nested sequence of' closed convex 

5. 

sets, and An Kn is non-empty f'or each n, 

then ~ (A n ~) is non-empty. 

For each sequence (xk) C A, and f'or each 

equicontinuous sequence (f'n) c E', we have that 

lfim lim f'n(~) = l~m lAm f'n(xk) whenever all 

these limits exist. 
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Proof". 1 => 2 is immediate. 

2 => 3. Since A is ~(E,E')-countably compact, every 

sequence (xn) CA has a ~(E, E')-cluster point xo E: A. 

Then f'or any f'E: E' we have that lim f'(xn) ~ f'(xo) and , n 

f'(xo) ~ lAm f'(xn). 

3 => 4. Let (~) be a nested sequence of' closed convex 

subsets of' E, such that A n ~ = q f'or each n. For 

each n, select one xn E: A rL Rh. We thus obtain a sequenc·e 

(xn) C A •. By hypothesis we can f'ind x E: A, which satisf'ies 

the inequality of' 3. But then x E: g ~. For if' not, there 

exists n with Jc-. ¢ ~o By lemma 3.2.1, there exists 

such that f'(x) > sup f'(y). But then lim f[x ) < f'(x). 
n n 

~ 
This contradicts 3. Hence x E: n (An Krt). 

n 

4 => 5. Let (x ) be a sequence in A, and let n 

equicontinuous sequence in E'. Suppose that lAm lim f'n(~) 

and ~m ljm f'n(xk) both exist. For each n, f'orm the set 

~ = lrfxn+l' •••••••·). Then (Krt) is a nested sequence 

of' closed convex subsets of' E. Further, A n ~ is non~ 

empty f'or each n. By hypothesis, there exists x € E 

such that X€ Q ~. Then f'or every n, lim f'n(xk) -· f'n(x). k 
Thus, lim lim f'n(xk) = lim f' (x). Let L = l~m lAm f'n(~). n n n 
Given e > 0: Choose K such that L- lim f'n(xk) I< e 

n 
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f'or all k > K. Then I L -

= L = 

1 im f' ( x) I ~ B , n n 

lAm l~m f'n(xk) 

f'or all k > K. 

== 1 Am f' n ( x) • 

5 => 1. Without loss of' generality, we may assume that E is 

complete. Let F = E'' and embed E in (E t) * • Since 

( (E') *, o-( (E' ) *, E I) ) is complete, A, closure in 

o-( (E;' ) *, E' ) , is o-( (E')*, E')-compact. Also, o-(E, E') 

is the restriction of' o-( (E')*, E') to E, hence i~ remains 

to prove that A C E. -Now, E = E {completion of' E). 

E consists of' all f' € (E' )* which are o-(E', E)-continuous 

h Uo, on eac where U is a neighbourhood of' 0 in E. Let 

<p € A, closure in o-( (E')*, E' ). Let B c E', where B is 

o-(E', E)-closed and e~uicontinuous. Then B is o-(E', E)

compact. We must show that <p is o-(E', E)-continuous on B. 

Suppose that this is not so. Then there exists B > 0, such 

that f'or every o-(E 1
, E)-neighbourhood v' of' 0 in E t' 

{{> ¢ B (V' n B) 0
• Take V' = E'' then q> ¢ B Bo. Thus, 

there exists x' 
I 

€ B with <q> ' x' 
I > > Be Since q> € A., 

there exists x, € A with <q> - x,' x' 
I >I < o/ 3 • Take 

v2 
== Bj3 fx 1J0

, then [ f/3x
1
J0 n B ] 0

• Continue as 

bef'ore, to obtain a sequence (xn) in A and a sequence 

(x') n in B, with: 

1. < q> - xm' x' > n I < o/3 • · • • .. • • • • • • n ~ m. 

2. I < q> ' x' n > I > E 

3. I < xm' x' > I ~ e;3 • • • ••• • • • • • m < n • n 
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Now, l~m < xm' x~ > = o. 
Hence, lim lim < xm' x~ >, 

m n 

This is true for each m, by 3. 

which by hypothesis exists, 

must equal zero. But < <fl, x' >- < x x' n m' n > I < o/3 ' 
for all 

for all 

n ~ m, by 1. Thus, lim < xm' x~ > 
m 

= <<p, x' > n 

n. By 2 it follows that lim lim < xm' x~ > 
n m 

equals 

lim < <p, x' > (which exists), and 
n n 

lim < m , x' > :>.: e. 
T n ""' ,n 

We 

so obtain a contradiction. 

The proof given above, is essentially that of Eberlein. 

Theorem 2.2.3. Let {E, ~) be a convex space, and let A 

be a ~(E, E')-closed, bounded subset of E, such that 

~) is complete. Then the following are equivalent to 

each other, and also to each of the statements of theorem 2.2.2. 

6. Each ~(E, E')-continuous functional (not 

necessarily linear ) on A is bounded. 

7. Each continuous linear functional on E attains 

its supremum on A. 

8. f1TA) is ~(E, E' )-compLJ.et. 

9. If (x ) n is a sequence in A, and g € E' 

such that lhm g(xn) 

lim g(x ) 

exists, then there exists 

X € A with 
n n = g(x) • 

10. If K is a closed, convex subset of E, and 

A n K = ~' then 0 ~ A - K. 
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Proo~. 1 ~ 6. Suppose that g is an unbounded, ~(E, E')

continuous ~nctional on A. Then f g- 1(-n, n) ln is a 

~(E, E')-open covering o~ A with no ~inite subcover, 

contradicting the weak compactness o~ A. 

6 ~ 7. Let ~ be a continuous linear ~nctional on E. 

Then ~ is bounded on A. Suppose that ~ does not attain 

its supremum on A. De~ine ~* on A by: 

~ * ( x) = [ sup f f' ( y ) I y € A j - f' ( x) ] - 1 v X € A. 

Then f'* is a ~(E, E')-continuous ~nctional which is 

unbounded on A. This is a contradiction to 6. 

7 ~a. Let f' € E' such that f' attains its supremmn on A. 

Now since ~ (A) is convex and contains A, f' will attain 

its supremum on ~ (A) at some point of' ~ (A). But ~ (A) 

is complete and ~(E, E')-closed, and thus by applying the 

result of' R. C. James (stated previously), we obtain that 

Lr(A) is ~ (E, E' )-compact. 

8 ~ 1. This is immediate since !1 (A)' is ~(E, E' )-compact 

and A is ~(E, E' )-closed in 11 (A). 

1 ~ 9. Suppose that A is ~(E, E' )-compact. Let (xn) c A 

and let g be a ~(E, E')-continuous f'unctional such that 

lim g(xn) exists. Set L = lim g(xn). Def'ine f'or each n, n n 

un = { Y I ,I L - g(y) I > Yn 1. Then there exists X € A 
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with g(x) = L. If this was not so, ~U 1 would form a 
l n 1n 

~(E, E')-open covering of A with no finite subcover, 

contradicting the ~(E, E')-compactness of A. Since 

(E, ~(E, E') ) ' = E' = (E, 'It')', this result is true if 

g is a continuous linear functional on E. 

9 q 7 q 1 is immediate. 

It remains to prove that 10 q 1 and 1 q 10. 

10 q 7 ( q 1). Suppose that f E: E I and f' does not attain 

its supremum on A. Let sup f'(x) = m. Then if' we let 
A 

K = { y I f'(y) = m L then K is a closed convex subset 

of' E, ·with Kn A = ~' and 0 E: A - K. 

1 q 10. I,et K be a closed convex subset of' E, with 

.AnK = v. For each continuous linear functional 

number ~ such that sup { f(y) I y E: K l < ~, define 

= y f'(y) > ~ }. Then f'or each pair (f', ~), 

and 

ifT~ ,yf 

is ~(E, E' )-open. Given x E: A, since An K = ~' and 

K is closed and convex, there exists f E: E' with 

s~p f(y) < f(x). The family {w~lf,~ form a ~(E, E')-open 

covering of' A. ~(E, E')-compact, we can select a 

a finite subcover 

As .A is 
~, 

W-r • •••••••• 
I 

~n 
Wf'. Now sup f'1 (y) 

n K 
< a.. 

l 

for i = I • • •••• n. Choose e > o, with a.. -
l 

sup f 1 (y) 
K 

> e 
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f'or i ::; 1 • • • • · • • ~ n. Let U = { x I I f' i ( x) I < e, I~ i ~ n. } 

Then U is a neighbourhood of' 0 which does not meet A - K: 

For i~ there exists z = x - y € A- K, and z € U, then 
a. 

x c wf'~ f'or some i. Hence, ~.(x) >a.. >sup f'(y) + e····(i). 
1 1 K 1 

Since z = x - y € u, I f'. (x) - f'. (y) I < e. Therefore, 
1 1 

f.(x) <sup f.(y) + e, contradicting (i). This completes the 
1 K l 

proof'. 

Remarks. 

(i). For ~urther characterisations o~ weak compactness on 

the bounded weakly closed subsets o~ a complete convex space 

(real field), we refer the reader to R. C. James [17]. 

R. J. Fleming has noted that these characterisations lead 

to a variety o~ characterisations o~ semi-re~lexivity in a 

quasi-complete convex space. See [11; section 4]. 

(ii). In the case o~ E a complex convex space we obtain 

that 1 # 2 # 4 ~ · 5 ~ 7. The :proo~s o~ these equivalences 

can be found in any well-known textbook. See, ~or example 

[22; pp. 319] and [19; ch. 5, 17.12]. 
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